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Introduction
A

and Terminology

duality between

between

two

categories C and 3) is an equivalence of categories

the dual category

between

full subcategories of module

tried to dualize his theorem
with a few
Mod‑S

Cop of C and S). The idea of studying dualities
categories stems

was given by the functors Hom^

showed

However,

This

problem

that,

full subcategories of i?‑Mod

―, Q)

a classicalresult from

that there is no duality between

full subcategory

Morita [6], who

for equivalences of categories. He showed

conditions, every duality between

bimodule RQS.

from

R―Mod

and

and

Hom5( ―, Q) for a certain

Osofsky (see [1; lemma
and Mod―S,

24.7])

for rings R and 5.

could be partially avoided by studying dualitiesbetween
C of the category R―TMod

full subcategory 2) of Mod―S.

These

of topological left modules

dualities, which

a

and a

extend the classicalPon‑

tryagin and Lefschetz dualities,have been studied by some authors, for instance
([4], [7], [9], [11], [14], [15]). Similarly to the algebraic case, Zelmanowitz
and Jansen [15, Theorem

1.3] have

proved

that, under a few

conditions, any

such duality is a restrictionof the natural duality between

the full subcategories

Ref(RQ) and Ref(Qs) of Q‑reflexive modules

and Mod―S,

the functors CHom^(

have

(see [14]).

given some

main

any

Qs is faithful, Cogen(Qs)

and is closed under submodules.

s). This is a very
contains all the free

Therefore

the duality allows

to properties of S (see [9]).

purpose of this paper is to give necessary and sufficientconditions

of the ring of continuous endomorphisms
1.4 we characterize when
Ref(Qs)=Mod―S.

to the study of certain dimensions

of a topological module.

Ref(Q s)=Cogen(Q

s) and in Theorem

In Theorem

1.7 we do it for

In the last part of the paper we apply the foregoing technics

1 Both authors have
August

RQS, such
continuous R‑

defines a

Ref(Q s)=Cogen(Q

for having such nice dualitiesand apply them

Received

s<sS

On the other hand, in [4], [9] and [14] the authors

to transport properties of RQ
The

and

particular cases where

interesting case, because, when
right S‑modules

given by

―, Q) and Homs( ―, Q), for a certain bimodule

that RQ is a topological left module
endomorphism

of R―TMod
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dimension of the ring S=CEndR(Q),

for a

RQ.

refer the reader to [1] and [10]

for all the ring‑theoretical notions

used in the text.
Throughout,

R

will denote an associative ring with

mention we will consider R endowed
by

R―TMod

the category

homomorphisms.
that M

We

with the discrete topology and will denote

of topological left R‑modules

shall write RM(resp.

is a left (resp. right) i?‑module.

logical submodules

unit. Unless specific

of BM(resp.

MR)

when

If Me

we

and continuous R‑
want

R―TMod,

to emphasize

we

topological quotients of RM)

will call topo‑

to the subrnodules

of RM (resp. quotient modules of RM) endowed with the relative(resp. quotient)
topology. If {Mi＼i(=I} is a family of objects of R―TMod,
the direct product
TLMi, endowed with its product topology, Is called the topological product of
i<El
the M/s.
A topological submodule L of RM is said to be a topological direct
summand

of M

that M
CHomB(M,
N.

if there exists another

is the topological product

topological submodule

of L

and

N.

Ar) will denote the group of continuous

In particular, CEndfl(M)

Ar of RM

such

If M, ATe/?―TMod,
homomorphisms

then

from

M

to

will denote the ring of continuous endomorphisms

of
For convenience homomorphisms
will act opposite to scalars. Accord‑
RM.
ingly the action of a composition of homomorphisms
is evaluated from the
closest to the element
and (x)lf ･g
By

to the furthest (i.e. ＼̲g‑f

]=((x)f)g for left modules).

a topological homomorphism

shall mean

＼{x)=g{f(x))
for right modules

a

continuous

(resp. monomorphism,

homomorphism

epimorphism)

(resp. monomorphism,

we

epimorphism)

open over the image.
Let us fix a bimodule RQS
any s^S

such that RQ is a topological module

defines a continuous i?‑endomorphism

are canonical contravariant functors ―*=CHom;j(
―*=Homs(‑,

Q): Mod―S‑+R―TMod

topology of the topological product Qx
the same

(endowing

for which

of Q in the obvious way.

There

―, Q): R―TMod‑^Mod―S

and

Homs(.Y, Q) with the relative

via the natural inclusion). We

will use

notation ― ** to denote each composition of these two functors. There

are canonical natural transformations

a: ltf‑TMod‑> ―** and

satisfying the equalities 0%･ aM..=lM, and
and XeMod‑S

a: lMod‑s‑* ―**

<;j,‑(7￨=lj, for each Me/?―TMod

(see [14]). It is also useful to notice that if M' ‑≫M‑>

is an exact sequence

of continuous /?‑homomorphism

dual sequence 0 ‑> M"*

‑> M*

‑> Mf* is an exact sequence

‑> 0 is an exact sequence in Mod―S,

then its dual

M" ‑> 0

and p is open, then its
and if X' ‑* X‑>

X"

0 ―>X"* ―>X* ‑> X'* is an

Dualities and dimensions

of endomorphism

exact sequence and p* is a topological monomorphism
A

topological left i?‑module

M(resp.

rings

3

(see [14; 1.2 and 1.3]).

right 5‑module

X)

will be called Q‑

reflexive in case that aM (resp. ax) is a topological (resp. algebraic)isomorphism.
We

will denote

(resp. Mod―S)

by

Ref(*Q)(resp. Ref(Q5)) the full subcategory of i?‑TMod

whose

objects are the

(resp. right 5‑modules).
a duality between

Q‑reflexive topological left i?‑modules

It is well‑known

[14; 2.1] that the ― * functors define

Ref(RQ) and Ref(Qs).

An Mei?‑TMod

is said to be (finitely)

(2‑copresented if there exists an exact sequence 0 ―>M―> Q1 ―>QJ of continuous
homomorphisms,

where

monomorphism.

We

/ and / are suitable (finite)sets and / is a topological
will denote

by

CopresGjQ)

Also

left i?‑modules

topologically isomorphic

modules

which

are

CEm{BQ)

the class of Q‑copresented

topological left i?‑modules.

of topological products of copies of

If every continuous
(resp. rQ1

for any

homomorphism

set /) to Q

(resp. a continuous homomorphism
(resp. IX‑quasi‑injective).
Let Mei?―TMod,

NQM

N'=rM.(N)={feM*＼(N)f=O}

from

The

modules

nection between
CQ(RM)=lm(lM)

and FgvV/*.

We

M*s).

RQ
of rQ

opera‑

of

RM and
of /x＼(resp.
r M*) will be called Q‑closed sub‑

Analogously, if XeMod―S,

the lattices of submodules
and CQ(M*s)=lm(rM*).

These

there is a Galois con‑

of Xs

and
RX*.
Let us denote
are complete lattices,since they

the join of a family {̲/Vf￨ze/} in CQ(RM)

or

(HNty.

Gen(/iC4)(resp.Cogen(KA))
assumed

These

the lattices of submodules

If A is an arbitrary ring and if is a right y4‑module, we

^4‑modules.

of

will use the following notation:

and Y'=lM(y)={x<=M＼(x)Y=0＼.

are closed under intersection and
in CQ(M*s)is

topological submodule

QJ―>Q) we will say that RQ is quasi‑injective

elements in the image

of RM(resp.

RQ.
a

to closed topological sub‑

extends to a continuous endomorphism

tors define a Galois connection between
M*s.

will denote the class of topological

In

will denote

by

the class of /f‑generated (resp. /f‑cogenerated) right

the sequel, all full subcategories of a given category will be

rinsed under isnmornhic. images.

1. Dualities
In order to characterizethe dualitiesbetween Mod―5

and a subcategory

of R ―TMod we give the following result whose proof is essentiallythe same
nf riF>:Theorem 1.31
1.1. Proposition.

Let R be a topolosical ring, S

an arbitrary one and
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CQR―TMod

and ￡)QMod―S two full subcategoriess uch that Se5). Let C n3)

be.a duality. Then, there existsan rQ^C

such that S = CEndR(Q), H = CHomR

(―, Q). If, additionally,H oms(5), Q)QC,

then H' is naturallyisomorphic to

Hom≪(‑, Q), C^RqIUQ)
1.2. Lemma.

and 3)gRef(0A

Let RQ

submodule of Xs.

Then

be a topological module, X^Ref(Qs)

X/Y

is Q‑reflexiveif, and only if, every aeF'*

to a continuous homomorthism
Proof.

the embedding

p* :(X/T)*

‑> Y' such that p*=0‑j.

extends

X*―>0.

Let j: Y' ―>X*

projection. Then

and Y a Q‑closed

map and p : X ―>X/Y

the canonical

―>Ar*induces a topological isomorphism
Thus,

the following diagram

0 : (X/F)*

is commutative

p

X/Y

X

I

O XIY
J

and /* is an epimorphism

;

Vf*

0*

(X/Y)**

if, and only if, oXiy is an isomorphism,

because X/Y

is Qs‑cogenerated.
Definition.
(i)

We

neighbourhood
(ii)

A

Let Q^R―TMod.

will say that Q has no small submodules

there exists a

U of 0 in Q that does not contain any non‑zero submodule

Qei?―TMod

(iii) For N and M

in R―TMod,

continuous homomorphism
N).

We

of RQ.

is called self‑slenderif the canonical S‑homomorphism

CEndfl(Q)c/:)‑‑>C HoniflCQ7, Q) is an isomorphism,

in CHomB(M,

in case

for every set /.

we say that N is CQ―M‑injective if every

from a Q‑closed submodule

of M

to N

extends to one

will say that Q is CQ―XI‑quasi‑injective if Q is Cq―Q1‑

injective, for every set /.
Note

that, by lemma

1.2, if MeERefGeQ),

only if, every Q‑cogenerated
1.3. Examples.

(1)

quotient of M*

then Q is CQ‑ M‑injective if, and
is Q‑reflexive.

A discrete or compact

without small submodules quasi‑

injective module is always CQ―JJ‑quasi‑injective[4; 3.9].
(2)

A

discrete CQ‑Jl‑quasi‑infectiveneed not be quasi‑injective[2].

Indeed,

If R is a complete discrete valuation domain, then CHom^

―, R) and Homfi(―, R)

define inverse dualities between

and Theorem

CEmCwZ?) and Cosen(RP)

1.4 below

Dualities and dimensions
shows

of endomorphism

that it is CQ―II‑quasi‑injective. However,

rings

5

it is well‑known

that R is

self‑injectivei f, and only if, it is a field.
(3)
To

^4 compact (self‑slender)CQ―Tl‑quasi‑injectiveneed not be quasi‑injective.

see this, we

rational numbers

only

have

generated Z‑submodule
Now,

we

1.4.

Theorem.

following

s^S

S = CEndR(Q)
For

(3)

Cogen(Qs)=Ref(g5).

(4)

canonically

The

CHomfi(

// those conditions

to

a

component)
(/)[>*( S

that

X*

is a topological module

that RQ

and

Qs is faithful.

RQ is CQ‑U‑quasi‑in]'ective

―, Q) is a duality between

The

and

self‑slender,

Copres(flQ)

and Cogen(Qs).

Ref(ijQ)=Copres(flQ).
If ScKer p> ‑> SCX) ^
0 ―>･
X*

is a Q‑ciosed

―> Qx

fi: Qx

Q‑± Qx

all zero.

],
for every /eP.

‑^ QKer^

submodule

homomorphism

sx=‑ux‑ B^S(ux:

are almost
xsx)

such

R‑endomorphism

ZeMod‑S.

continuous

the compositions

Q‑

is an epimorphism.

of Xs, then its dual

of fiX*, showing
extends

and
ax

hold, then

(1) =} (2) Let

cal presentation

be a bimodule,

XeMod―S,

functor

every

are equivalent:

(2)

every

Q)c‑° and

Ref(Qs)―Cogen(Qs).

defines a continuous

(1)

Proof.

when

Let RQS

statements

dual of the group Qz of

Qc/))sHomz(Q,

of Q(7) is iniective.

characterize

for which any

to take the Pontryagin

and realize that Homz(Q,

the

X ‑> 0 is the canoni‑
is a (?‑copresentation

of Qx'.
―>Q.

If aeP*,

Since

canonical

then

it

Q is self‑slender,

injection

in

Then

(f)a = (f)B = S f(x)sx = f( S

Thus

a = <;^( S

the

xth

xsx)=

xsx)GElm(7x.

(2) =} (3) It Is obvious.
(3) =4(1) If Cogen(Qs)=Ref(Qs),

since SeCogen(Qs),

then every free right

S‑module is Q‑reflexive and hence every product of copies of RQ is Q‑refiexive.
Consequently, the dual of Q1 is necessarily isomorphic to Sa＼ This means
that Q
Sa)/F

is self‑slender. Let
is Q‑reflexive and

aeM*,

Y'―M,

with

lemma

MeeCqUQ1),

and

Y=Mf.

Since

1.2 applies.

(1)=4(4) By (1)=^(3), we only need to prove that Copres(ijQ)gRef(fl(5). If
A/eCopres(BQ)
monomorphism,
monomorphism
isomorphism.

and 0‑* M ―>Q1 ‑> QJ is an exact sequence with ; a topological
then, by the CQ―H‑quasi‑injectivity of RQ, /** is a topological
and so is aM> because
If /': Q1 ‑≫Q

is a continuous

M, then /￨^≪eriifW(M)=r7l/≫(M)=0.
(4)=) (3) Since Homs(Z,

j‑Gqi^om‑j**

Oqi is a topological

homomorphism

Consequently,

0)eCopres(iSQ)

and

that vanishes on

M**QM"=M.

for every

ZeMod―S,

the same
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argument

of the proof of [15; Theorem

1.3] is valid to show

that Homs(―,

is an adjoint of CHomfl(―, Q), so that they are mutually inverse
tween

Copres(BQ)

and

Cogen(Qs).

Thus,

by

Q)

dualitiesbe‑

1.1, Cogen(Q5)gRef(Qs).

The

converse inclusion is well‑known.
Whenever
of R―TMod,
sdorf compact

we have

a general result involving a certain full subcategory

we

consider the particular case where

can

i?‑modules.

C

C consists of Haus‑

In this situation, the Pontryagin

Duality (see, e.g.,

[4; Ch. 5] for the details) allows us to dualize the result in order to find a
corresponding
we
and

statement

for a full subcategory

do this with Theorem

of Mod―R.

As an example,

1.4, while the dualization of the other propositions

theorems are left to the reader.
In the following Theorem

with P‑codominant
1.4.* Teeorem.
Homz(‑P, R/Z)
(1)

we denote by CD(Pr) the class of right i?‑modules

dimension

^2 in the terminology

of [81.

Let sPr be a bimodule such that SP is faithful and RQs =

its Pontryagin

dual. Then, the following assertionsare equivalent:

Honiij(P,PCI:>)is canonically isomorphic to Sc/), for every set I, and if
pa‑) ̲> pc^) ̲> A/‑> 0 is an exact sequence in Mod―R
then there exists /3eHom^P,

(2)

For every XeMod―S,

(3)

Cogen(Qs)={Xs＼the

(4)

HomR(P,

Definition.
(*)

the canonical X ‑+HomR(P,
canonical X‑>

Hom^P,

―) is an equivalence between CD(PR)
We

M),

X<g)SP) is epic.

Z0sP)

is iso}.

and Cogen{Qs).

will refer to the following condition as the (*) property.

For any continuous homomorphisms
Ker/￡Ker

and a^EomR(P,

PcJ:>)such that ≪=/‑/3.

f : Q1 ‑> QJ

and

a, there existsa continuous homomorphism

a: Q1 ―*Q, with
/3: QJ ―>Q so that

f‑P=a.
1.5. Example.
is open on its image,
case when

If Q is Il‑quasi‑injective and every morphism
then Q satisfies(*) property.

Q is quasi‑injective,compact

/: QI‑>QJ

In particular, that is the

with no small submodules

or when

Q

is quasi‑injective,artinian and

discrete. This last assertion is due to the fact

that a discrete artinian module

Q

topological product

of copies of Q is strictly compact.

tinuous, then QVKer/
morphic

is strictly linearly compact

has a minimal

and

so every

If /: Q1 ‑> QJ is con‑

topology and thus it is topologically iso‑

to Im/.

Nevertheless, the property of every continuous homomorphism
being open on its image

/ : Q1 ―>QJ

does not imply (*) property even if RQ is self‑slender

Dualities and dimensions
and

CQ―Il‑quasi‑injective. The

exists a module
between

of endomorphism

example

PR such that HomR(P,

rings

7

of this is due to M. Sato.

There

―) defines an equivalence of categories

Gen(P≪) and Cogen(/Cs)=￡Mod‑S,

where S=EndR(P)

and K=UomR(P,

E)

for an injective cogenerator E

of Mod―i?(see [5]). Thus, if RQ is the Pon‑
tryagin dual of PR) then CHom^(―, Q) defines a duality between CEm(RQ)
and
Cogen(^).

By Proposition 1.1, Cogen(Ks)QRef(Qs).

X*e=CEm(RQ),
Thus

thus

X^X**(ECogen(Ks),

Qs^Cogen(Ks)

By Theorem

that

Ref(Qs)=Cogen(Ks).

which is in fact an equality.

1.4, RQ is CQ―H‑quasi‑injective and self‑slender. Moreover,

continuous homomorphism
However,

showing

and so Cogen(Qs)QCogen(Ks),

But, if X(￡Ref(Qs), then

Theorem

Definition.

/ : Q1 ―>QJ is open on itsimage (since Q is compact).

1.7 below shows
Let RQ^R―TMod.

that RQ does not have (*) property.
An

M^R―TMod

is called Q‑cogenerated

if there exists a continuous (non necessarily topological) monomorphism
Q1, for some

set /. We

every

A/―>

will say that RQ is a self‑cogenerator if every Haus‑

sdorf toDoloeical Quotient of nO is O‑cogenerated.

1.6. Lemma.

Let f : M ‑+N be a continuoushomomorphism and assume that

N is Q‑cogenerated. The following conditionsa re equivalent:
(a) Im/* is a Q‑closedsubmodule of M*s.
(b) // a￡M*

and KerfQKera,

then there existsft^N* so that f‑fi―a.

Proof. (Im/*)' = {a￡M*￨(jc)a=OVxGM

such that ((x)/)iS=0 V/3e7V*}.

Since N is $‑cogenerated, the last submodule equals {aeM*￨Ker/￡Kera}.
Now the ennivalenr.e
i s evident.
1.7. Theorem.

Let RQs be a bimodule such that RQ

R‑module for which any stS

is a

topological left

definesa continuous R‑endomorphism.

The following

are equivalent:
(1)

S = CEndR(Q)

and RQ

is self‑slender, CQ‑H‑quasi‑injective and

satisfies

(*) property.
(2)

Ref(Qs)=Mod‑S.

(3)

The functor CHom^―,

Proof.

Q) is a duality between Copres(fl(Q)and Mod ―S.

(2) =$(3) is obvious

by

taking

the duality between

Ref(RQ) and

Ref(Qs) and applying the last assertion in 1.4.
(1)=H2)
module

By 1.4 we know

and S(/)^S(;)^I‑>0

that Ref(Q5)=Cogen(<Qs).
a free presentation of X.

Let I
Then,

―>QJ is an exact sequence with p* a topological monomorphism.

be a right 5‑
Q‑^X*‑^Qz
There

exists

Angel del Rio and Manuel Saorin
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a commutative

diagram
p

V

S(/)

SCt/)

X
I‑

a
￡**

y**

X**

￡(/)**

where

the bottom

property.

We

CHomR(

sequence is exact since Q is CQ ―Q7‑injective and Q has (*)

We

can use 1.4 to see that S = CEndR(Q)

Cq―Il‑quasi‑injective and

―, Q).

(1)

The

equivalent

conditions of the foregoing

the quasi‑injective compact

But example

1.3.3 shows

however,
(2)

is a Q‑closed

modules

with

no

theorem

are

small submodules.

that those conditions are general because, for instance,

dual of Qz has small submodules

(see [4; Corollary 4.12]) and,

satisfiesthe conditions of the above theorem.
The

Haussdorf

dualization of the foregoing

compact

yields [12: Theorem

1.8. Example.

Theorem

injective discrete module

columns

matrices

with

of RQ

being

2.11.

Let R

of a quasi‑

be the upper triangular

and entries in a field k and

indices in Z

and the submodules

for every n^m},

for the case

1.7 allows us to give another example

i?‑module with the matrix product.
En&R{Q)=k

theorem

that has (*) property.

matrix ring with indices in Z

=Mod

is self‑

1.6 aoolies.

satisfied by

the Pontryagin

canonically, RQ

Q) is the inverse functor of

Since Sa:>/lmf* is Qs‑cogenerated, then Im/*

of Sc/) and lemma

Remarks.

Homs(―,

On the other hand, let / : Q1 ‑> QJ and a : Q1 ―>Q be continuous

with Ker/^Kera.
submodule

^0

conclude that Xs is Q‑reflexive.

(3) =4(1)
slender and

‑0

and entries in k.

Q the set of finite

Q is canonically a left

It is easy to see that RQ is quasi‑injective,

of RQ are of the form

thus ―* induces a duality between

Qm={x=(xn)nez＼xn=Q

Copres(fiQ) and Cogen(<3*)

―k. By theorem 1.7, RQ satisfies(*) property and is clearly not artinian,

in fact it is neither finitely coeenerated nor linearlv comoact.
1.9. Corollary.
is a self‑cog enerator.

Let RQ

be a Haussdorf linearly topological module which

The following statements are equivalent:

(1)

Ref(Qs)=Mod‑S.

(2)

RQ is discrete,quasi‑injectiveand satisfies( *) property.

If the above conditions hold, then RQ must be finitelycogenerated.

Dualities and dimensions of endomorphism
Proof.

(1)=4(2)

The

rings

9

quasi‑injectivityis a consequence of theorem 1.4 and

the fact that CQ― Il‑quasi‑injective+self‑cogenerator implies quasi‑injectivity.
The

discreteness can be proven as in [15; 2.3]. By Theorem

1.7, (*) property

also holds.
(2) =}(1)

By [4; Theorems

CQ―Il‑quasi‑injective. Now,

2.9], Q is XI‑quasi‑injective and, in particular,
Theorem

1.7 applies.

The last assertion is a consequence

of Ss being finitely generated, so that

Cq(rQ) (which is the whole lattice of submodules

of RQ) has the finiteintersec‑

tion property.
Remarks.

(1)

Note that if the condition of RQ

is dropped, then, as example
lary may

being a self‑cogenerator

1.8 shows, both conditions in the foregoing corol‑

occur without RQ being finitelycogenerated.

(2) In [15; Theorems

2.3 and 3.1] the authors show

that the two conditions

below are equivalent for a linearly topologicalleft i?‑module Q with S
(i )

Ref(Qs)―Mod

CEndR(Q).

―S and every Q‑quotient (see op. cit for the definition)

of RQ is Q‑reflexive.
(ii)

RQ is a discrete linearly compact

finitely cogenerated

quasi‑injective

self‑cogenerator.
The
of RQ

condition (2) of our Corollary 1.9 together with the previous hypothesis
being

a

self‑cogenerator are strictly weaker

manowitz

and Jansen.

then

would

Qs

However,

be

Indeed if, in our situation, RQ

were

linearly compact,

an injective cogenerator (see, e.g., [4, Theorem

there are examples

ing (*) property

than condition (ii)of Zel‑

which

5.10]).

of discrete quasi‑injectiveself‑cogenerators satisfy‑

are not injective over their endomorphism

rings (see,

e.g., ri3,3.11).

2. Applications
In what
CEndR(Q).

follows, we assume

that RQ Is a topologicalmodule and S =

The main goal of thispart is to study the global and weak di‑

mensions of S, by using the resultsobtainedin part 1. For allconcepts and
terminology about those dimensions, we refer the reader to [10, Ch. 9]. Let
us start with some previous results.
2.1. Lemma.

Let M

and Q be topologicalleft R‑modules.

is Cq ―M‑injective and let L<^NQRM
in RN

and N

is Q‑closed in RM,

be topologicalsubmodules.
then L is Q‑closed in RM.

Cn―N‑injective for every Q‑closed submodule N

of RM.

Assume

that Q

If L is Q‑dosed

Consequently, Q is

10
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Proof.

Let L be a Q‑closed topological submodule

Q‑closed topological submodule

of RM.

Since lMrM*(L)^N,

(m)g=0

because

N

of RN,

where

TV is a

Let m<^lMrM*{L) and f^rN*{L).

the CQ―M‑injectivity of Q entails that / extends
=0.

Saorin

Then

to a g(BrM*(L), so that (m)g

is Q‑closed in RM

and contains L, (?n)f=

and hence m^lNrN*(L)=L.

2.2. Proposition.

Let M, Q be topologicalleft R‑modules, being the second

one self‑slender,S=CEnd(fl<5) and let us consider the following assertions:
(1)

RM is a topological direct summand
of RQ.

(2)

M<ERef(j>Q)

(3)

rM

(4)

M(ERef(RQ)

and M*s is projective.

is Q‑reflexive and CQ―QJ‑inj ectivefor every set J.

R‑module
(5)

of some topological product of copies

RM

and is a topological direct summand
containing M

of any

Q‑reflexive left

as a Q‑closed submodule.

is an injective object of Ref(RQ).

Then (5) =}(4) =H1) <=>( 2) and, when

Q

is CQ‑Jl‑quasi‑injective, (1),(2),(3)

and (4) are equivalent. If, moreover, Q satisfies( *) property, then the five asser‑
tions are equivalent.
Proof.

The

equivalence of (1) and (2) is a consequence of the additiveness

of the dual functors (―)* and
RQ correspond

to direct sums

the fact that topological products of copies of

of copies of Ss, and viceversa, by means of those

functors.
(5)=) (4) is obvious.
(4)=H1)

Since any Q‑reflexive left iv?‑module is topologically isomorphic

to a Q‑closed submodule

of a topological product of copies of RQ, the implica‑

tion is clear.
Let us consider now
(1)=}(3)

that RQ is also CQ―H‑quasi‑injective.

Since Q is CQ ―(K‑injective, for any set /, we

Then:

only have to show

that a topological product of CQ―QJ‑'m]ective i?‑modules and a topological direct
summand

of a CQ―￡K‑injectivei?‑modules are again CQ―QJ‑injective. This can

be done by using standard arguments
(3) =)(4)

Assume

Since N is topologically isomorphic
lemma
mand

(see, e.g., [1, Proposition 16.10]).

that M is a Q‑closed topological submodule

tells us that M

to a ^‑closed submodule

is CQ―AMnjective

of N^Rei{RQ).

of QN＼ the previous

and hence a topological direct sum‑

of N.
When,

moreover,

Ref(Qs)=Mod―S

RQ satisfies(*) property, the duality between

(1.7) gives the equivalence between

(2) and (5).

Ref(fiQ) and

Dualities and dimensions
Remarks,
when

(a)

The

of endomorphism

rings
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above condition (3) is not equivalent

to (1) and (2)

RQ is not CQ―IJ‑quasi‑injective. Indeed in that case M―Q

satisfies(1)

and (2) and does not satisfy (3).
(b)

The (*) property is needed in order to ensure that (5) is equivalent to

the other assertions. Indeed if Q=R
and x^O
a

is a complete

discrete valuation domain

is a non‑invertible element of R, then the multiplicationby x provides

topological monomorphism

CHomfl(R/Rx,

R)=0

be a split monomorphism
injective (see Example
Definition.

f : R ‑> R

whose

cokernel

R/Rx

satisfies that

(I). If R were an injective object of Ref(fli?),then / would
and this contradicts (I). However

R is CQ―Il‑quasi‑

1.3 (2)) and hence Ce―i?l/‑injective;for every set /.

Let RQ

be self‑slender. A sequence in R―TMod
In
I n +l
> Mn̲x ―> Mn ―> Mn+1 ―> ･･‑

is said to be Q‑exact when
n<^Z.

(Im/n)//=Ker/n+i

(as submodules

of Mn), for every

A Q‑resolution of Me Copres(flQ) is a sequence of continuous homomor‑
/o
/I
fn
0‑>M‑>
Eo ‑* ￡x ‑≫･･･‑>￡, ‑> ･･･ such that /0 is a topological mono‑

phisms
morphism

with Im/0=Ker/1,

En

is a

topological direct summand

topological product of copies of RQ, for any n^Q,

and Eo ‑> ￡x‑>

of some
>En^‑‑‑‑

is a (j‑exact sequence.
We

will say that Q‑codimension

exists a (J‑resolution E
denote
mension

by

Q―cd(RM)

of M

is ^n.

of MeCopresGjQ)

the minimum
We

neiV(if

if there
We

to the supremum

of the

that in general RefGjQ) need not be equal to

Copres(flQ)!) and denote it by scd(RQ), assuming

that scd(flQ)=c≪ if that su‑

does not exist.

Notation.
i?‑TMod,

(n^N)

for every k>n.

it exists) such that the (?‑codi‑

call self‑codimension of RQ

set {Q―cdGjM)￨MeRefGj<5)}(note

nremiim

is ^n

of M, as above, such that Ek=0

If C:

then we

> Mn̲x ‑≫Mn ‑> Mn+1 ‑≫･･･ is a

will denote by

chain comolex in Mod―S
2.3. Proposition.

C*:

> M*+1

‑> M*

co‑chain complex
‑^ M*̲:

in

‑> ･･･ the dual

and viceversa.
Let RQ be a self‑slender topological module.

The

fol‑

lowing assertions are equivalent:
(a)

RQ is Cq―JJ‑quasi‑injectiveand satisfies( *) property.

(b)

The dual of any Q‑exact sequence of Q‑copresented left R‑modules

is

exact in Mod―S.
(c)

The

dual of each Q‑resolution of an MtCopres(#Q)

is a projective re‑
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solution of M*s.
(d)

For every exact sequence 0 ―*M―* Q1 ―>QJ, with f a topological mono‑
morphism,

Proof.

the dual sequence ScJ:>―>Sc/) ―>M*

(a)=Hb)

Let

If:

―>･
0 z'sexact.

>Mn̲1‑^Mn―>Mre+1

■‑>■･･
b e a (Q‑exact

sequence, with each Mra Q‑copresented, and consider its dual sequence in Mod―5
M* :

> M*+i

‑^

closed submodule

4 M*̲t

M*

of Mt

‑> ･･･. Since Ref(Qs)=Mod‑S,

so that, in order to prove

only have

to see that KerftQ(Imft+1)",

aeKer/f

and xe(Im/^)'.

We

proof of this implication.
a=0

and (x)(/B+1‑j8)=0

shall prove that (x)a=0

/3eM*+i‑

But (Im/n)a=0,

thus a￡(Im/J,

of M*,

we

and

this will end

From

and

the

x, fn‑

the fact that Mn+l is Q‑

follows that (jt)/n+1=O, i‑e>>

and the Q‑exactness of Mentails

Consequently, (x)a=0

(b) =4 (c) It is a direct consequence

is a Q‑

Let us fix n and take

Let us notice that, by the choice of a
for every

that (Im/7l)'=(Ker/n+i)'.

the exactness

for any neZ.

copresented (hence, in particular, Q‑cogenerated)
xeKer/n+i.

Im/*+1

as desired.

of the definition of Q‑resolution and

the use of 2.2.
(c)=Hd)
can

If 0‑> M‑>

be extended

and fi=g
have

been

/

to a

8
Q1 ‑>QJ

is an exact sequence

Q‑resolution E

of Jf by taking E0=QJ,

and defining ￡raand fn, for n>l,
defined, then

there exists a

put fn―Pn‑i‑^‑n, where
Now

continuous

submodule

of Q1', then M

g: Q1 ‑* QJ and hence 0 ‑+ M

^ra from
Then

we

￡n̲! onto En̲1/

is the kernel of a

c+ Q1 ‑^ QJ is an exact

its dual sequence is exact and this implies that Q is Cq―II‑

quasi‑injective. If / : Q1 ―>QJ
with Ker/cKer

monomorphism

of copies of RQ.

pn‑i is the canonical projection from

is a Q‑dosed

continuous homomorphism
Thus

￡i=(5J, /o=/

(c) can be applied to this Q‑resolution to get (d).

(d) =} (a) If M

sequence.

then it

by induction: if /n̲i and ￡,̲!

￡n̲i/(Im/ra̲i)//t o a certain topological product En

(Imfn‑i)".

in R―TMod,

a, then

and

a : Q1 ^> Q are continuous homomorphism

0 ‑> Ker/ c> Q7 ―>QJ

is an exact

sequence

and

<xe

Ker/*=Im/*.
2.4. Theorem.
Then

Let RQ be a self‑slendertopologicalmodule and S=CEndR(Q).

the right global dimension rD(S)

of S is greater or equal than the self‑

codimension of rQ.
If, in addition, rQ is Cq―Yi‑quasi‑injectiveand has (*) property, then rD(S)―
scd(ijQ) and it can be characterized as follows.
The following statements are equivalent for a natural number

n:

Dualities
(a)

rD(S)^n.

(b)

For

every

and

dimensions

Q‑resolution

For

eyer^

/0
/l
Eo ―≫･･･0/ an

0 ―>■
M‑+

fs topological direct summand
(c)

of endomorphism

rings
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M(ECopres(flQ),

Ker/n+1

of En.

MeCopres(^Q)(resp.

M^CQ(RQ))

there

exists a

Q‑resolution

of the form
JO
> A/―≫ Q70

0
Proof.

Let

MeReffoQ).

jective resolution of M*s.
￡B‑>0,

where,

We

topological

product

Im/ft^Ker/fe+i(^=l,
closed in Ek.

are going

of M.

so that Kergk=Imgk+1QKera
But,
Kerf
We

since

then

dimension

of M*s

If RQ

than

and

of every

― * (2.3).

n―0

Let

E:

the hypothesis

case

than

as

well,

in a projective
of XS^X**

It is obvious

n=l

hence

Kergn

(lmfny

to construct

product

is Q‑

a‑gk+i―R

kXx)=0.
conclude that
Ker/i=Im/0.

the

pro jective

then

any

resolution

is smaller

the last assertions

of copies
that, when

Q‑

of M%

or

equal

for n^l.

(2.3).

its dual

of

any

P―

Consequently,

is a direct summand

a (^‑resolution

of Pn.

But

of En.

M<=Copres(RQ)

of

the proof of (c) =} (d) in Proposition

2.3),

is a topological direct summand

of

RQ.
condition

paragraph

not need

of M*S

Then

is also a direct summand

that (Im/re̲i)//=Ker/re

of the second
does

between

resolution

/l
Qzo ‑* (Q7i ‑^ ･･･ (see
implies

topological

is a consequence
The

and

equal

/I
Eo ‑> ･･･ be a Q‑resolution.

and

therefore,

It is easy

0 ‑^ M‑>

(c)=Ha)

We

monomorphism

tranforms
dimension

is a projective

and,

/0

/0

0‑>M‑>

is projective,

of some

Ker/A+1

to see.

Ker^n=(Im/n)'

and

of

P(gk(x))=(({i)f

a(x)=0.

or

&=l,

direct summand

because

has (*) property

the equivalence

easy

Kergn.i―lmgn

the form

and

Copres(^Q)

to prove

is very

SI
80
>P0―>M*‑>0

(b)=)(c)

for any

1, ･･･, n (2.2). Clearly,

p<=P%̲u

is smaller

pro‑

so that scd(≪Q)^rD(S).

(a)=^(b)
E*:

fk=g*

&=0,

and thus

be a

scd(RQ)<rD(S).

the projective

are going

case

‑> 0

and x≪E(Im/yfe)',then

for every

^A(x)=0

Q―cd(RM)

thus

Me

Thus

Q‑cd(RX*)
We

The

if acKer/H1

is CQ―II‑quasi‑injective

resolution
by

that

and

for every

Finally, /0 is a topological
proved

that

so (Im/A)//cKer/A+1,

and,

Pk‑i is Q‑cogenerated,

k+1Q(Jmfky.
have

to prove

of RQ}

hand,

> 0.

/o
/l
/re
E : 0 ‑*■
M―>･ Eo ―>■
■ ･■
‑>

First, ￡n is a topological

of copies

the other

> En

￡re SI
So
0 ‑> Pre ‑> ･･･ ‑> Po ‑>M*S

P:

1, 2, ･･･ n), fa=aM‑g%

2, ･･･ , n) and

On

J 71‑1
> Qnln‑i

>

Let

Ek=P￡(k=0,

2, ･･･ , n, is a ^‑resolution
some

J1
> Q1^

(c) holds,

scd(RQ)^n

and

(a)

of this proof.

the hypothesis

of

Q

satisfying

(*) property.
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need the following previous definition.
Definition.

epimorphism

A

contionuous i?‑homomorphism

2.5. Proposition.

Let RQ be a self‑slenderCQ―l[l‑quasi‑inj
ectivetopological
The following conditions are equivalent:

(a)

S is right hereditary.

(b)

For every Q‑epimorphism

logical direct summand

f: Q ‑> M,

direct summand
PROOF.

with M

f: Q ―>Q1, (Im/)"

in Mod―S.

is a topological

/: Q‑+Q1

in R―TMod

and

If they are dual one of each other, then (Im/)'=Kerg

so that (Im/)" is a topological direct summand
direct summand

is a topo‑

of Q1.

Let us consider two homomorphisms,

g: Sa:>‑+S

Q‑reflexive, M

of a topological product of copies of RQ.

(c) For every continuous homomorphism

of Sa＼

From

of Q1 if, and only if, Kerg

this observation

is a

the equivalence (a) t=$(c) be‑

clear.

(b) =4(c) If / : Q ―>Q1 is a continuous homomorphism,
applying (b) to M=(lmf)"
in mind

and the canonical homomorphism

then we

get (c) by

/: Q ‑> M, bearing

2.2.

(c) =} (b)

Let Q ‑> M

Q‑copresented
some

is said to be a Q‑

if (＼mf)"=N.

module and S=CEndR(Q).

comes

/: M―>N

Q1.

be a Q‑epimorphism,

(1.4), it can

be viewed

with M

Q‑refiexive. Since M

as a Q‑closed topological submodule

If we apply (c) to the composition Q ‑≫M‑^Q1',

clusion, then we
Remark.

where

is
of

j is the in‑

get (b).

The

assumption

of RQ having (*) property cannot be avoided in
order to characterize, by means of injective ^‑resolutions, when S is semisimple.
For instance if

RQ is an infinite dimensional vector space, then every submodule
of
of it. However
S is not semisimple.
RQ is a direct summand
In order to study the weak

dimension

left i?‑modules have a flat dual.
that leans upon

the well‑known

that a

X

module

presented module
2.6.

only if, any homomorphism

to X factors through

tions are equivalent:

Let RM

give the following proposition

result of D. Lazard [3, Theoreme

is flat if, and

Proposition.

of S we must study which topological

To do this, we

a free module

1.2] stating
from

a finitely

of finiterank.

be a topological module.

The

following asser‑

Dualities and dimensions
(a)

M*s is flat.

(b)

Given a continuous

homomorphism

sented, there exist,for some
and v: Qk―> N
Proof,

(a) =}(b)

N‑^‑Qn‑^Qm
get

be

/* : N* ‑>･M*.

By

Let

Now,

≫X*

Then,

h : X‑>

N*

̲?1

o

the

such that /* =

u : X ‑+ Sk and v: Sk―>M*
diagram

with

Qm.

Om**

Finally, f‑aN‑h*=aM‑f**'h*=aM‑

Qk.

be a homomorphism
by

be

"

oN‑h* is a topological isomorphism.

y*‑w* and hence / factors through
(b) =)(a) Let / : X ‑≫M*

0―

I
a≫‑h*

0

g

Q≪

≫N

and

‑+X=Sn/lmg*

we have the following commutative

I

applying

such that <rM‑f*=u‑v.

and Sn ‑> Sm ^ X ‑> 0 a finite

the functor ― *, we get that

finitelyQ‑copresented and there exist continuous
and v: Qk‑>X*

u : M―>Qk

applying the functor ―*, we

p : Qn*=Sn

exists a homomorphism

/

presentation of Zs.

finitely Q‑copre‑

Let / : M ‑> N be a continuous homomorphism

0

Thus

with N
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k'2il,continuous homomorphisms

is flat,there exist homomorphisms

such that v‑u=f*‑h.

rings

such that u‑v―f.

canonical projection. There
Since M*s

f: M―>N,

a finite Q‑copresentation.

a homomorphism

h‑p.

of endomorphism

Thus

RX* is
u: M―>Qk

homomorphisms

u*‑v*‑ax = o%‑f**‑ox

= <J%‑g'm*‑

f‑f.
Definition.

We

will say that rM<e.R―TMod

is Q‑coflat when

it satisfies

condition (b) in the above proposition. A Q‑coflat resolution of
is a sequence
RM
/0
/l
of continuous homomorphisms
C: 0 ―>M‑+ Co ‑> ･･･ where Cn is Q‑coflat for
every
quence

n^O,

/0 is a topological monomorphism

with Im/0=Ker/i

and the se‑

Cn ‑> C, ―>･･･‑^ Cn ‑≫･･･is Q‑exact.

2.7. Lemma.

Let f: M―>N

be a continuoushomomorphism

left R‑modules and assume that,for every asM*
existsfl^N* so that f‑fi=a.
(Im/)' ‑>(M/Ker/)*.
Proof.

of topological

such that Ker/SKera,

there

Then f induces a canonicalisomorphism f: N*/

Note that Ker/*=(Im/)'.

We shallprove thatlmf*=lmp*,

where

16
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is the canonical projection. This

a―f‑^,

for some

unique homomorphism
tinuous.

del Rio and Manuel

will end the proof. If ae

/3eiV*, and thus (Ker/)a=0

j: M/Ker/―>Q

such that p‑j=a

Conversely, if a―p*(j)=p‑Y,

for some

and there exists a

and is necessarily con‑

f<=(M/Ker/)*,

then

Ker/￡

Ker a and the hypothesis implies that a elm/.
2.8. Lemma.
between (X/Y)*
Proof.

Let Y^Xs^Mod―S.

There exists a topologicalisomorphism

and Y'=lx*{Y).
3
P
canonical short exact sequence 0 ‑> Y ―>X ‑> Z/7

The

an exact sequence of continuous homomorphisms
is a

topological monomorphism.

between

(X/Y)*

Thus

a topological isomorphism

be a self‑slender CQ―YL‑quasi‑injective

Let RQ

Then

module which satisfies( *) property,
for a natural number
(a)

wD(S)^n.

(b)

For

every

{Z?ry k^N,
For

p* induces

>Z* ―>y* and jfr*

and Ker/*=7'.

2.9. Theorem.

(c)

0 ―>( X/Y)*

‑> 0 induces

the following

topological

assertions are equivalent

n:

Q‑coflat resolution
Ker/n+x

everj; M

/O
/l
0 ‑> Af‑> Co ‑>･･･, u^/i

C^eRefGjQ)

/o;

zs Q‑coflat.

eCopres(flQ)

(res￡. M(eCq(rQ))

there exists a Q‑coflat resolu

tion of the form
Jo

/l
Q/o ―>

0 ―‑> M―>

J n‑l
fn
> Qz≪‑i ―>

QZl ―>

Cn ―>

0

it‑tffcCBeRef(BQ).
(d)

For

every

M<=Copre$(RQ)(resp.

resolution

C:

0―> M

f k=0

any

k>n.

Proof.

for

(a)=4(b)

CfeeRef(KQ)

for any

is a flat resolution

Let

M^CQ(RQ)),

C:

k^N.

of M*s(2.3

0‑*M‑≫

fa

/i
Co‑≫ ･･･ be

Then

its dual

sequence

and

2.6) and

thus

is Q‑coflat (2.6).

(b) =^≫
(c) can be proved
set /, Q1

a

exists

/or

Q‑coflat

F=(7*:

and,

as (b) =4 (c) in 2.4, when

is Q‑coflat (2.6).
is trivial

(d)=Ka)

is a direct consequence

of 2.6 and

Q‑cofla＼
anc

resolution

with

>F0‑>M*‑*C

therefore,

But (Im/Brs(C*/(Im/B)')*=(CB̲1/Ker/B)**

(c)=Kd)

a

cnj' k^N

Kergre̲x is flat. ButKer^n̲!=

(Im/B̲i)/=(Im/B̲1rs(CB̲1/(Im/B̲1r)*=(CB̲1/Ker/B)*
Ker/J**

there

―>Co ―>･･･ wzY/z CAeRef(flQ)

2.2.

we realize

(CB̲x/
(2.7).

that, for every

Dualities and dimensions
Remark.
when

(1)

For n=Q,

of endomorphism

the foregoing theorem

S is regular von Neumann.

However,

For instance, self‑slenderness of RQ may
tions can

be replaced by

rings
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gives a characterization of

the hypothesis may

be avoided and

be weakened.

the other two

condi‑

the condition that ―* preserves exact sequences of

the type 0‑> M‑≫ Qn ‑> Qm,

with ; a topological monomorphism.

to the fact that S is regular von Neumann

This is due

if, and only if, every

finitely pre‑

sented right S‑module is flat.
(2)

For n = l, the hypothesis of RQ being self‑slender and

perty can
be changed
Under

having (*) pro‑

be deleted and the condition of RQ being CQ―JI‑quasi‑injective can
for the weaker

condition that Q is Ce―Qre‑injectivefor every n^l.

this condition, every finitelygenerated right ideal of S is Q‑reflexive (It

can be proved in a manner
wD(S)5Sl

similar to that of (1) =4(2) in Theorem

if,and only if,for every continuous homomorphism

is Q‑coflat. This is due to the fact that wD(S)^l

1.7). Now,

/ : Q ―≫
Qn, (Im/)"

if,and only if, every finitely

generated right ideal is flat.
The

results obtained in this section may

Pontryagin

Duality, corresponding

be used to get, by means

results on the endomorphism

of the

ring of a module

PR that satisfiessuitable conditions as, for instance, those of [121.
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